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Automated Structure Verification by NMR,
Part 2: Return on Investment

T

he pharmaceutical industry
depends on testing and evaluation of novel compounds in a
wide range of chemical space to
feed its pipelines. Part 1 of this two-part
series discussed how important it is for scientists to be able to rely on the integrity
of hit-to-lead candidate molecules (hit =
positive result). Mistakes happen, however, and several examples from blogs and
journal reports to illustrate that fact were
cited. 1–3 Also covered were the consequences and scientific frustration that can
be caused by errant molecules in highthroughput screening (HTS) libraries,
and the ways in which automated NMR
analysis has been used together with
LC-MS and HPLC in a multidisciplinary
fashion to provide automated review and
detection of potential compound submission errors. Part 2 will cover the financial
aspects of employing a systems approach
to detect and report potential structural errors going into these libraries and
whether their installation and implementation can be justified. Of particular focus
are compounds synthesized for hit-to-lead
optimization with target purity requirements set to 95% (and therefore more
amenable to automated NMR analysis
and interpretation).

Combined 1-D proton and
HSQC NMR verification
The basic work flow of the automated
NMR verification system detailed in Part
1 incorporates use of the 1-D proton combined with the 2-D heteronuclear single
quantum coherence (HSQC) experiment.4,5 The key aspect is that structure
verification functions are completely
automated and run in the background.
These functions are triggered automatically upon completion of compound registration. The background processes make
use of NMR Expert, Automation Server,

and C+H NMR predictors from the version 12 suite of applications (ACD/Labs,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada).6
Examination of 250 commercial compounds with the automated analysis of
the HSQC experiment was used to define
benchmark results for the NMR verification system. Using positive and negative
controls (correct and incorrect structures,
each evaluated against the same set of
experimental data), the authors found
that they could reliably review compound
sets with this technique to identify 78%
of errant molecules (22% false positives).
Analysis of the commercial reference
compounds resulted in identification of
several errors (Table 1) and allows for
extrapolation of useful error rate criteria.
Several causes of the structural errors in
the benchmark compounds were identified as a result of the failing verification
scores, which precipitated the need for
deeper analysis.

Financial analysis of
structure verification
The automated structure verification system has conservatively identified error
rates between 1% and 2% of submitted compounds. These incorrect entries
required administrative correction, structure elucidation, or withdrawal. In order
to perform a financial analysis of the system, cost can be attributed to these errors
as they relate to employee and associated
consumables cost of synthesizing and testing incorrect compounds. The cost of

Table 1
All
compounds
250
% Error

an employee and the incremental costs
of production are commonly referred
to as the cost of a full-time equivalent
(FTE). Current industry-standard FTE
costs in the U.S. are approx. $250,000 per
researcher per year. This is a conservative figure, since historically FTE rates in
the U.S. and Western Europe have been
as high as $325,000 per researcher per
year.7,8 The cost of associated biology and
HTS resources could also be included,
but the authors found this unnecessary
to demonstrate the return generated by
the system; therefore, for simplicity, only
chemistry-related FTEs and costs of analysis are discussed below.

Replication and resynthesis costs
Pharmaceutical companies engaged in
small-molecule drug discovery use libraries comprising hundreds of thousands
to millions of compounds for screening
against targets. From a purely statistical
perspective, the cost impact of an individual compound tends to be considered very
low, due to the requirement that a compound produce a hit from a primary screen
against the target protein. A subset of hit
compounds often fails to reproduce positive results upon subsequent confirmation testing. This can be due to multiple
sources of possible error, including compound degradation, improper replication,
and accidental resupply with the wrong
compound. If the negative confirmatory
assay only consumes inventory from the
original submission, no additional chem-

Structure errors found in commercial compounds purchased for
benchmarking studies
Incorrect
structure
5
2.0%

Unacceptable
purity
5
2.0%

Registration
error
3
1.2%

Total
error
13
5.2%

istry resources are wasted. However, if
the compound repeats a positive result
in the confirmatory assay, a resynthesis
will very likely ensue. Assuming the correct compound is then produced, subsequent testing will not likely continue to
produce positive confirmations, since the
compound being tested will be what the
original compound was intended to be
and not what it actually was in the well of
the HTS plate. The time spent for resynthesis represents a large relative cost of
such a negative confirmation process, but
occurs at a low rate since hits represent
a small percentage of the library, and
potential errant compounds are again a
small percentage of the hits. Therefore, in
the interest of simplicity, direct cost considerations of this negative process will
be eliminated, despite the fact that these
considerations do represent a peripheral
benefit of the automated NMR verification system.

Pharmacology costs
The worst-case scenario for a discovery
program would be to take the abovestated process one step further. Assuming the original errant compound hit in
the primary screen and confirmed positively, the cost of the in vitro and in
vivo pharmacology testing of the resynthesized, and now correct, compound
will be incurred with looming negative results. The elimination of errant
structures would analogously result in
the benefit of not having wasted these
resources. Similar to the cost of resynthesis, wasted pharmacology resources
will occur at a low rate of frequency since
errant compounds more typically do not
produce desirable bioc hemical results.
Their potential exclusion, due to automated structure verification by NMR,
is a significant peripheral benefit of the
system, but this benefit will be excluded
from the financial analysis due to its low
statistical rate of occurrence.

Simple error cost (SEC)
model
A simplified model comparing the cost of
errors to the cost of the system is a good
place to start. The model is simple and
conservative and is intended to identify

if powerful and compelling
arguments can be made to
justify budgetary approval of
an automated NMR verification system. The financial
impact of errors is determined by focusing on the
entire chemistry organization rather than only on the
cost of individual chemists or
individual errant molecules.
If the industry-standard FTE
cost per chemist of $250,000
is used for all compounds
Figure 1
Time in years to break even on investment based on
produced, the gross cost for number of chemists on staff.
errors can be extrapolated
to each chemist based on
the authors’ experienced error rate. At a
return on investment (ROI) analysis has
1% error rate, an organization will incur
been performed.
$2500 in errors per chemist per year. At a
2% error rate, this cost grows to $5000 per
ROI model
chemist per year. It is revealing to note
This model begins with the same total
that depending on the error rate in an
cost per chemist of $250,000 per year
organization, it is not necessary to catch
and therefore an error cost to the orgaall erroneous compounds. It is sufficient
nization of $2500 per year per each %
to meet payoff even with a partial soluerror. A conservative 1% error rate (as
tion if this results in identification and
supported by Table 1) will be assumed
correction of 1–2% of submitted molefor this example; however, the system
cules being modified or corrected.
will not catch all errors. Based on the
authors’ experience (discussed further in
Assuming an initial cost of implementathe following section), the system can be
tion of approx. $117,000 ($75,000 for
relied upon to correctly identify approx.
a perpetual license and $42,000 in FTE
78% of errors it is challenged with.
resources for integration), it is easy to
The resulting cost savings per chemist
see that as organizations scale in size,
is therefore reduced to $1950 per year.
significant implementation benefits are
For this model, an initial cost of impleachieved as the break-even point is more
menting the system of approx. $117,000
rapidly approached. Simply stated, an
will be assumed ($75,000 for a perpetual
organization with 20 chemists and a 2%
license and $42,000 in FTE resources
error rate will reach break-even status
for integration: ~one employee for two
in one year (not shown). Similarly, for
months). Additionally, an annual mainan organization with 50 chemists with
tenance fee of 18–20% of the perpetual
a 1% error rate, a one-year break-even
license cost, or $15,000, will be incurred.
status will be reached (Figure 1). Since
Finally, a 10% hurdle/discount rate for
most large pharmaceutical companies
the project will be assumed. Performing
have chemistry research units ranging
the ROI calculation for an organization
from at least 50 to more than 200 medicwith 50 chemists over a five-year period,
inal chemists, implementation of such
and analyzing only 50% of possible comsystems seems logical and scientifically
pounds synthesized and submitted (the
compelling. Although in the authors’
compound test rate), yields an ROI of
view this calculation is conservative,
41%. If the investment is also burdened
rational, and logically defended when a
with opportunity cost, meaning it will
purchase request for an automated NMR
be assumed that 10% has been earned
structure verification system has to be
on the funds invested elsewhere had
justified, it may be considered too simple
they not been put toward this particular
and crude. Therefore, a more thorough

Table 2

Causes for 255 invalid data sets in 2610 runs = 10% overall

Operator error		
Compound properties		
Impurity
18
Rotamers
61
Wrong solvent
11
Diastereomers
6
Parameters (SW,
24
Broad
9
spectral width)
Poor signal/noise
81
Tautomer
10
Salt
5			
54.5%
33.7%

project, the investment yields 24%. This
figure is derived using standard accounting internal rate of return calculations.
The ROI model is particularly useful in
smaller companies to demonstrate the
real impact of choosing one investment
over other competing interests. Unlike
the SEC model, the ROI model yields
change dramatically depending on the
size of the chemistry organization. An
organization of only 20 chemists must
analyze >70% of synthesized compounds
in order to yield an 11% ROI, not including opportunity cost. For 20 chemists, the
project has a negative ROI when opportunity costs are included, unless >92% of
compounds synthesized are autoverified
against an HSQC data set.
Therefore, the ROI model tells us,
and those evaluating this type of project, what we truly need to understand.
Whether or not to engage in this project
essentially relies on three factors: the
size of the chemistry organization, the
percentage of submitted compounds that
will be autoverified, and the speed with
which the system can be implemented.
Consistent with the SEC model, those
with larger chemistry organizations
should be implementing this system.
Those with smaller groups, or inadequate
resources to implement the system in a
timely manner, might want to consider
other projects.

Instrument/system failures
Data quality
8
Processing
3
Phase
14
Data mismatch
Lock lost
11.8%

1
4

Where value of recovered compounds/year
= FTE cost/year × compound error rate ×
number of chemists × compound test rate,
or essentially the cost of synthesis for the
incorrect compounds for one year for an
organization (compound test rate is the percentage of all submitted compounds actually tested by the autoverification system).
The error rate of 1%, graphed in Figure 1,
is somewhat conservative (as supported
by figures from Table 1); however, the
actual working error rate is subject to several factors and thus a somewhat simplified version was used. The effective/working error rate is a factor of:
1. The actual incorrect structures/compounds submitted as a result of either

synthesis error or by an accidental or
propagated administrative error at registration time.
2. The proportion of incorrect structures that can be identified by the system, by definition the true-positive
rate = 1 – false-positive rate. With
a reported false-positive rate of 22%
for commercially available, pharmaceutical-like reference compounds,
that results in a 78% true-negative
identification rate. This performance
measure continues to improve as prediction source databases expand and
become more accurate and as the verification and assignment algorithms
themselves improve.6,9,10
3. The number of compounds submitted that would be considered
valid for the NMR analysis. Data
that exhibit rotameric, diastereoisomeric, or tautomeric mixtures
would be invalid for analysis (this
has been discussed previously 1). The
authors experienced a typical valid
data rate of 90% when experiments
were run in an open-access environment by the medicinal chemists.
The current cumulative breakdown
of invalid compounds as a result of
2610 autoverifications is depicted in
Table 2.

A basic calculation that can be used for
justification is the determination of the
break-even point in years, which can be
calculated according to Eq. (1):
Years to break even = implementation
cost/(value of recovered compounds/
year – maintenance costs/year) (1)

Figure 2

Example assignment report with journal-format coupling information.

Thus, the “error rate” to plug in to the
equation would be:
(Compound error rate) × (% of
valid NMR data) × (true negative
ID rate), or (compound error rate)
× 0.90 × 0.78
(2)

Auxiliary benefits
Other aspects not taken into account are
the peripheral benefits the system provides to the organization. While some of
these may already exist in some organizations, they are essentially prerequisites
and outcomes necessary to make such a
system work. Some benefits may be, but
are not limited to:
1. Systematic archival of spectra that are
retrievable by key elements of information such as notebook reference or
chemist, etc.
2. A spectral database with a compound
structure-to-spectrum relationship,
and all of the benefits associated with
spectral databases such as peak list
searching, etc.
3. Automatically generated proposed
assignments on molecules to aid chemists (Figure 2).
4. Extracted coupling constants in chemistry journal format posted to proton
spectra (Figure 2).
5. Assigned spectra systematically added
to the company’s proprietary prediction
training database necessitated by use of

novel chemotypes/scaffolds around the
molecular space that is being used in
order to improve NMR chemical shift
predictions to users and for the system.

Conclusion
Integration of automated structure verification using a multidisciplinary inspection by NMR, LC-MS, and HPLC meets
the criteria for practical return on investment. Given the conservative estimates
used to evaluate the potential ROI of an
automated verification system that will
leverage data collected on NMR spectro
meters, it should be evident that payback
is achievable for modest-size organizations from biotech through Big Pharma
in which 30 or more chemists are engaged
in drug discovery. Managers and financial
planners typically look to achieve ROI
in periods of 3–5 years, and this is clearly
achievable even if only chemistry costs
are taken into consideration. Under typical operating conditions in which a portion of submitted compounds are evaluated (~25%) and an error rate of between
1 and 2% of errant compounds are identified, ROI can still be achieved in organizations with 40–60 chemists (Figure 1).
However, if one considers the peripheral
benefits achieved in addition to the more
effective use of biology resources resulting
from enhanced compound integrity, it
makes an even stronger argument in favor
of implementation of such systems for
organizations with 30 or fewer chemists.
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